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Work is central to most people's identities. When asked a general question,
"What do you do"?, most people respond with their job title. Moreover, across
many languages, a significant number of people's surnan1esare based on occupations (e.g., in English, just to name a few: abbot,archer,baker, barber,barker, brewer,
carpenter, carter, clark, collier, cook, cooper,farmer, fisher, fowler, goldsmith, hooper,
mason, miller, porter, roper,sawyer,smith, taylor, thatcher,turner, weaver, wright). Furthermore, more than half of the nonretired adult population spends most of its
waking hours at work. Thus, no research on subjective well-being can be complete without considering subjective well-being at work.
Beyond their centrality to identities, job attitudes are imponant to consider for other reasons. First, the most widely investigated job attitude-job
satisfaction-may
be the most extensively researched topic in the history of
industrial/ organizational psychology Qudge & Church, 2000}. Second, in the
organizational sciences, job satisfaction occupies a central role in many theories
and models of individual attitudes and behaviors. Finally, as we note later, job
satisfaction research has practical applications for the enhancement of individual
lives as well as organizational effectiveness.
In this chapter we provide a review of significant theoretical and empirical
contributions to the job satisfaction literature, emphasizing several current con393
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ceptual and methodological issues.We begin with a discussionof the definition
of job satisfaction,noting severalfeaturesof the definition that makejob satisfaction an inherently complex social attitude. Next we discussthe measurementof
job satisfaction,bridging definitional/ conceptual issuesand practical considerations. Then we discussseveralprominent theories of the antecedentsof job satisfaction followed by an overview of empirical support for various significant
outcomesof job satisfaction.Finally, we mention some areasof researchthat we
believe are particularly deservingof future exploration.

Definitional

Issues

The concept of job satisfactionhas been defined in many ways. However, the
most-useddefinition of job satisfactionin organizationalresearchis that of Locke
(1976), who describedjob satisfactionas "a pleasurableor positive emotional
state resulting from the apprajsa1of one's job or job experiences" (p. 1304).
Building on this conceptualization,Hulin and Judge (2003) noted that job satisfaction includes multidimensional psychologicalresponsesto one'sjob, and that
such responseshave cognitive (evaluative),affective (or emotional), and behavioral components. This tripartite conceptualization of job satisfactionfits well
with typical conceptualizationsof social attitudes (Eagley &. Chaiken, 1993).
However, there are two apparentdifficulties with this viewpoint.
First, asnoted by Hulin andJudge (2003), socialattitudesare generallyweak
predictors of specific behaviors (Eagley &. Chaiken, 1993; Fishbein, 1980;
Wicker, 1969), yet job attitudes are generally reliably and moderately strongly
related to relevantjob behaviors.If job satisfactionis a social attitude, then how
migilt we resolve this apparent inconsistency?Although we have more to say
about this issuewhen discussingthe outcomes of job satisfaction,one possible
reasonfor the apparentcontradiction is that job attitudesmay be more salientand
accessiblefor workers than the social attitudes typically assessed
in social attitude
research.For instance,cognitive and affective outcomes of job dissatisfactionare
likely to permeateand influence an individual's thougilts from the moment he or
she wakes to the moment the individual returns home from work (and possibly
spill over into nonwork domainsaswell). Attitudes toward a political party or a
marketing campaignare likely considerablylesssalientfor the averageindividual.
Second, althougil most researchersinclude affect in their definitions of job
satisfaction,such asprovided by measuresof life satisfaction,instrumentsused to
evaluatejob satisfactiontend to assess
cognitive more than affective aspects.This
bias has led some to conclude that the missing affective component sufficiently
impairs extant measures,and thus to recommend entirely new measuresof job
satisfaction(Brief &. Weiss, 2002; Weiss, 2002). We considerthis topic further in
our discussionof measurementissues.
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Measurement of Job Satisfaction
Most researchersrecognize that job satisfactionis a global concept that is comprised of, or indicated by, various facets.The most typical categorization(Smith,
Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) considersfive facetsof job satisfaction:pay, promotions,
coworkers, supervision,and the work itself. Locke (1976) addsa few other facets:
recognition, working conditions, and company and management.Furthermore,
it is common for researchersto separatejob satisfactioninto intrinsic and extrinsic elementswhereby pay and promotions are considered extrinsic factors and
coworkers, supervision, and the work itself are consideredintrinsic factors.
The astute reader will notice a rather casual use of measurementterms
("comprised of," "indicated by") that, in the measurementliterature, generally
indicatesvery different conceptualizationsof a concept. This loosenessis intentional. Particularly,useof the term comprised
oj generallydenotestreatmentof a
concept asa manifest or aggregateor formative variable, wherein specific facets
or items causethe concept. Conversely, use of the term indicatedby generally
connotes a latent or reflective concept, where the subscalesor items indicate a
higher-order concept. Although clarity in thinking about conceptsis often recommended in this literature (Law, Wong, & Mobley, 1998), we think considerable confusion can be createdby making falsechoices. Specifically, in this case,
concepts can be either manifest or latent, depending on how the researcher
wishesto treat them. Clearly, when consideringthe facetsof job satisfaction,it is
a manifest variable in that overall job satisfactionis comprised of more specific
satisfactionsin different domains.Just asclearly, though, job satisfactionis also a
latent variable in that it is likely that people'soverall attitude toward their job or
work causesspecific satisfactionsto be positively correlated. Thus, we do not
think that conceptualizationsor measuresof job satisfactionare advancedby
forcing false dichotomies into the literature.
With that caveatin mind, two further issueswarrant discussion.First, we
wish to repriseour earlier discussionof the (missing)role of affect in job satisfaction measures,and its implications for researchon, and measurementof, job satisfaction. Second,there is the practical issueof how to measurejob satisfactionfor
researchpurposes.We addresseach in turn.
As we noted earlier, affect is central to any definition of job satisfaction,or
job attitudesmore generally.However, this acknowledgmentof the role of affect
createsproblems for researchers.As noted by Brief and Weiss (2002) and Hulin
andJudge (2003) in the job satisfactionliterature, and Diener and Larson (1984)
in the subjectivewell-being literature, affectivereactionsare likely to be fleeting
and episodic--state variablesrather than consistentchronic, trait-like variables.
Measurementof affect should reflect its state-like, episodicnature. Otherwise we
become enmeshedin a methodological stalemate(Larson & Csikszentmihalyi,
1983) in which researchersattempt to study propositions of newly developed
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theories with methods and analysesappropriate only to the needs of an older
generation of theoretical models.
To some degree,we are discussinga researchdesignissue.Thjs problem has
been addressed,and partially solved,by event signalmethods (ESM), or momentary ecological assessments,
and multilevel statistical analysesthat combine
within- and between-personeffects (Bryk &: Raudenbush, 1992). ESM designs
show that when job satisfactionis measuredon an experience-sampledbasis,
roughly one-third to one-half of the variation in job satisfaction is withinindividual. Thus, typical "one-shot" between-person researchdesigns miss a
considerable portion of the variance in job satisfaction by treating withinindividual variation as transient error.
However, another, perhapsmore, controversialissueis whether extant measuresof job satisfactionare poorly suited to assess
the affective nature of job satisfaction. This is a complex issue,and spaceallows only a few cursory thoughts
here. First, it is very difficult, perhapsinsurmountably so, to separatemeasuresof
cognition and affect. Isen and colleagues(e.g., Ashby, Isen, &: Turken, 1999;
Isen, 2002, 2003) have made this point repeatedlyin referenceto positive affect.
Indeed, there is somediscussionthat even neuroimaging techniquessuchasmagnetic resonanceimaging (MRI), functional magnetic resonanceimaging (fMRI),
and positron emission tomography (PET) scansare not sufficiently sensitiveto
separatecognitive and affective processes.If we cannot make such separationsin
neuroimaging, it seemsinconceivablethat surveymeasureswill be moresensitive.
A secondand relatedpoint is to expressdubious regardtoward efforts to develop
measuresof "job affects" as distinct from measuresof "job cognitions." For
example,Brief (1998) and Brief and Roberson (1989) have arguedthat job affect
should be assessed
separatelyfrom job satisfaction,owing to the overly cognitive
focus of the latter measures.However, the Brief and Roberson's measureof job
cognitiom correlated as strongly with affect as did their measureof job satisfaction. Another study showed that cognition and affect each contributes (roughly
equally) to job satisfaction(Weiss, Nicholas, &: Daus, 1999). Perhapsthe best
advice that can be offered here is that researchon discretemoods and emotions
should continue, alongsideresearchon job satisfaction.Including separatemeasuresof moods (suchaspositive and negativeaffect) or specificemotiom with job
satisfactioncertainly seemsadvisablewithout posing any potentially falsedualities
between cognition and affect.
To be clear, we are not suggestingthat the dual roles of affect and cognition
should not be studied in the context of job satisfaction.What we are objecting to
is (1) the characterizationof measuresof job satisfactionas either cognitive or
affective;and (2) the need to develop new, affectively laden measuresof job satisfaction or to replace measuresof job satisfactionwith "work affect" measures.
Cognition and affect conceptscan help us better understandthe nature of job satisfaction, but they are not substitutesfor job satisfactionany more than the accumulated body parts of a cadaversubstitute for a living human.
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Turning to practicaIissuesin measuringjob satisfaction,in the literature the
two most extensively validated employee attitude survey measuresare the Job
Descriptive Index QDI; Smith et aI., 1969) and the Minnesota SatisfactionQuestionnaire (MSQ; Weiss, Dawis, England. & Lofquist, 1967). TheJDI assesses
satisfaction with five different job areas:pay, promotion, coworkers, supervision,
and the work itsel£ This index is reliable and hasan impressivearray of validation
evidence. The MSQ has the advantageof versatility-long and short forms are
available,as well as facetedand overall measures.
As for overall measuresof job satisfaction,Brayfield and Rothe's (1951)job
satisfactionscaleis commonly used. In some of our research(e.g.,Judge, Bono.
& Locke, 2000) we have useda reliable (i.e., internal consistencies[a] at .80 or
above) five-item version of this scale.The five items are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I feel fairly satisfiedwith my presentjob.
Most days I am enthwiastic about my work.
Each day at work seemslike it will never end
I find real enjoyment in my work.
I consider my job to be rather unpleasant.

Two additional issues concerning the measurement of job satisfaction are
worth consideration. First, some measures, such as the ]DI, are faceted, whereas
others are global. If a measure is facet-based, overall job satisfaction is typically
defined asa sum of the facets. Scarpello and Campbell (1983) found that individual
questions about various aspectsof the job did not correlate well with a global measure of overall job satisfaction. Based on these results, the authors argued that faceted and global measures do not measure the same construct. In other words, the
whole is not the same as the sum of the parts. Scarpello and Campbell concluded,
"The results of the present study argue against the common practice of using the
sum of facet satisfaction as the measure of overall job satisfaction" (p. 595). This
conclusion is probably premature. Individual items generally do not correlate
highly with independent measuresof the same construct. 1£one usesjob satisfaction
foats (asopposed to individual job satisfaction items)to predict an independent measure of overall job satisfaction, the correlation is considerably higher. For example,
using data I (T .AJ.) collected, and using the ]D I facets to predict a measure of overall job satisfaction, the combined multiple correlation is r = .87. 1£this correlation
were corrected for unreliability, it would be very close to unity. As has been noted
elsewhere (e.g., Judge & Hulin, 1993), the job satisfaction facets are correlated
highly enough to suggest that they indicate a common construct. Thus, there may
be little difference between measuring general job satisfaction with an overall measure and measuring it by summing facet scores.
Second, although most job satisfaction researchers have assumed that singleitem measures are unreliable and therefore should not be used, this view bas not
gone unchallenged. Wanous, Reichers, and Hudy (1997) found that the reliabil-
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ity of single-item measuresof job satisfactionis .67. In addition, for the G. M.
Facesscale,another singleitem measureof job satisfactionthat asksindividuals to
check one of five facets that best describestheir overall satisfaction (Kunin,
1955), the reliability was estimatedto be .66. Though theseare respectablelevels
of reliability, it is important to keep in mind that theselevels are lower than most
multiple-item measuresof job satisfaction.For example,Judge, Boudreau, and
Bretz (1994) useda three-item measureof job satisfactionwith an interitem reliability of a = .85. The items in this measurewere:
1. All things considered,are you satisfiedwith your presentjob (circle
one)? YES NO
2. How satisfiedare you with your job in general (circle one)?
1

2

3

4

5

Very
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Neutr2l

Somewhat
Satisfied

Very Satisfied

3. Below, pleasewrite down your best estimateson the percent of time
you feel satisfied,dissatisfied,and neutral about your presentjob on
average.The three figures should add up to equal 1000/0.ON THE
AVERAGE:
The percent of time I feel satisfiedwith my presentjob
_%
(note:only this response
is scored)
The percent of time I feel dissatisfiedwith my presentjob _%
The percent of time I feel neutral about my presentjob.
TOTAL.

.%
.%

When used in practice, these items need to be standardizedbefore summing.
Although this measureis no substitutefor the richnessof detail provided in a faceted measureof job satisfaction,we do believe it is a reasonablyvalid measureof
overall job satisfactionand more reliable than a single-item measure.

Theories of Antecedents of Job Satisfaction
Severaltheories concerning causesof job satisfactionhave been proposed in the
organizationalliterature. These theoriescan be loosely classifiedinto one of three
categories:
1. Situational theories, which hypothesizethat job satisfactionresultsfrom
the nature of one's job or other aspectsof the environment.
2. Dispositional approaches,which assumethat job satisfactionis rooted in
the personologicalmakeup of the individual.
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3. Interactive theories, which propose that job satisfactionresultsfrom the
interplay of situational and personologicalfactors.
As with all areasof psychology, some theories are never really seriouslyinvestigated (e.g., Salancik & Pfeffer's [1977, 1978] social infonnation processing
approach),some take off and then are either discredited (e.g., Herzberg's [1967]
two-factor theory) or broadly supported (though we have difficulty finding any
job satisfactiontheory to fit in this category), and still others lie dormant for
years,only to be investigatedat a later time (e.g., Landy's [1978] opponent process theory, which recendy was reappraised [Bowling, Beebr, Wagner, &
Libkuman, 2005]). We now turn our focus to severaltheoriesthat have garnered
a considerable portion of the attention and! or support of job satisfaction
researchers.
Job Characteristics Model
The job characteristicsmodel (JCM) arguesthat jobs that contain intrinsically
motivating characteristicswill lead to higher levels of job satisfaction(Hackman
& Oldham, 1976). Five core job characteristicsdefine an intrinsically motivating
job: (1) taskidentity-degree to which one can seeone's work from beginning to
end; (2) tasksignijicance-degreeto which one's work is seen as important and
significant; (3) skill variety-extent to which job allows one to do different tasks;
(4) autotwmy-degree to which one hascontrol and discretion over how to conduct one'sjob; and (5)feedback-degreeto which the work itself provides feedback for how one is performing the job. According to the theory, jobs that are
enriched to provide thesecore characteristicsare likely to be more satisfyingand
motivating than jobs that do not provide thesecharacteristics.More specifically,
it is proposedthat the core job characteristicslead to three critical psychological
states--experiencedmeaningfulnessof the work, responsibility for outcomes,
and knowledge of results-which, in turn, lead to outcomessuch asjob satisfaction.
There is both indirect and direct support for the validity of the model's basic
proposition that corejob characteristicslead to more satisfyingwork. In terms of
indirect evidence,researchstudiesacrossmany years,organizations,and types of
jobs show that when employeesare askedto evaluatedifferent facetsof their job,
such assupervision,pay, promotion opportunities, coworkers, and so forth, the
nature of the work itself generallyemergesasthe most important job facet Gudge
& Church, 2000; Jurgensen, 1978). In addition, of the major job satisfaction
facets-pay, promotion opportunities, coworkers, supervision, and the work
itself-iatisfaction with the work itself is almost always the facet most strongly
correlatedwith overalljob satisfaction,aswell aswith important outcomes such
asemployeeretention (e.g., Frye, 1996; Parisi& Weiner, 1999; Rentsch & Steel,
1992; Weiner, 2000). Researchdirectly testing the relationship between work-
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ers' reports of job characteristicsand job satisfactionhas produced consistently
positive results.For instance,Frye (1996) reported a true scorecorrelation of .50
between job characteristicsand job satisfaction.
Initially a purely situationalmodel, the ]CM was modified by Hackman and
Oldham (1976) to account for the fact that two employeesmay have the same
job, experiencethe samejob characteristics,and yet have different levels of job
satisfaction.The concept of growth need strength (GNS)--an employee'sdesire
for personal development-was added as a moderator of the relationship
between intrinsic job characteristicsandjob satisfaction.According to this interactional form of the model, intrinsic job characteristicsare especiallysatisfyingfor
individuals who score high on GNS. Empirical evidence supportsthis position:
The relationship between work characteristicsandjob satisfactionis stronger for
high-GNS employees(averager = .68) than for low-GNS employees(averager
= .38) (Frye, 1996). However, it should be noted that task characteristicsare
related to job satisfactioneven for those who score low on GNS.

Value-Percept Theory
Locke (1976) argued that individuals' values would detemline what satisfied
them on the job. Only the unfulfilled job valuesthat were important to the individual would be dissatisfying.According to Locke's value-perceptmodel, job satisfaction can be modeled by the formula

s = (~- 1')x Vi
or
Satisfaction= (want have) X importance

-

where S is satisfaction,v. is value content (amount wanted), P is the perceived
amount of the value provided by the job, and V; is the importance of the value to
the individual. Thus, value-percept theory predicts that discrepanciesbetween
what is desired and what is received are dissatisfyingonly if the job facet is
important to the individual. Becauseindividuals consider multiple facetswhen
evaluating their job satisfaction,the cognitive calculus is repeatedfor eachjob
facet. Overall satisfactionis estimatedby aggregatingacrossall contents of a job,
weighted by their importance to the individual.
The value-percept model expresses
job satisfactionin tenns of employees'
valuesand job outcomes.A particular strength of the model is that it highlights
the role of individual differencesin values and job outcomes. However, one
potential problem with the value-percepttheory is that what one desires(V, or
want) and what one considersimportant (V; or importance) are likely to be
highly correlated. In addition, the use of weighting may be inappropriate unless
weighting variables are measuredwith very high reliability. The model also
ignoresinfluencesfrom exogenousfactors,such ascostsof holding ajob, or cur-
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rent and past social, economic, or organizationalconditions external to the individual/job nexus.
Dispositional Approaches
Over the past 20 yean, researchon job satisfactionantecedentshasbeen dominated by dispositionalapproachesAs reviewed by Judge and Lanen (2001), these
studieshave been both indirect-inferring a dispositionalsource of job satisfaction without measuringpersonality-and direct. We provide a brief review each
of thesetypes of studies.
Indirect Studies
Staw and Ross (1985) exploited the National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) database and found that measures of job satisfaction were reasonably stable over time
(over 2 yean, r = .42; over 3 years, r = .32; over 5 yean, r = .29). They also
found that job satisfaction showed modest stability even when individuals
changed both employers and occupations over a 5-year period of time (r = .19, P
< .01). Finally, the authors found that prior job satisfaction was a stronger predictor of current satisfaction (b = .27, t = 14.07, P < .01) than changes in pay (b =
.01, t = 2.56, P < .01) or changes in status (b = .00). In a separate line of research,
Arvey, Bouchard, Segal, and Abraham (1989) found significant consistency in
job satisfaction levels between 34 pairs of monozygotic twins reared apart from
early childhood. The intraclass correlation (ICC) of the general job satisfaction
scores of the twin pairs was .31 (p < .05). AsJudge and Larsen (2001) and others
(Gerhart, 2005) have noted, the problem with indirect studies is that alternative
explanations are obvious. For example, correlations of satisfaction levels across
time and jobs may retlect relative consistency in jobs as much as it does stable
individual dispositions; those who are able to secure a good, high-quality job at
one time are likely to secure an equivalent job at a later time, and thus situational
explanations for job satisfaction consistency are not ruled out, even if individuals
change jobs (Hulin & Judge, 2003).
Direct Studies

More recent studieshave linked direct measuresof penon2lity traits to job satisfaction. Most of the studiesin this areahave focusedon one of four typologies:
(1) positive and negative affectivity; (2) the five-factor model of person2lity; (3)
core self-evaIuations;(4) other measuresof affective disposition. Probably the
heir to the throne of indirect studieswere studiesthat related positive affectivity
and negativeaffectivity (trait PA and trait NA) to job satisfaction.Counter to the
theoty that PAis more strongly relatedto positive outcomesthan NA, Thoresen
et aI.'s (Thoresen,Kaplan, Barsky,Warren, & de Chennont, 2003) meta-analysis
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revealed that trait NA was somewhat more strongly related to job satisfaction
than was trait PA (p = -.37 and p = .33, respectively).
As for the five-factor
model, Judge, Heller, and Mount (2002) found that three Big Five traitsneuroticism, extraversion, and conscientiousness--eachdisplayed moderate,
nonzero relationshipswith job satisfaction:neuroticism, p = -.29; extraversion,p
= .25; conscientiousness,p = .26.
Judge, Locke, and Durham (1997) introduced the construct of core selfevaluations. According to these authors, core self-evaluationsare fundamental
premises that individuals hold about themselvesand their functioning in the
world. Judge et aI. argued that core self-evaluationis a broad personality construct comprised of severalmore specific traits: (1) self-esteem;(2) generalized
self-efficacy; (3) locus of control; and (4) neuroticism or emotional stability.
Judge and Bono (2001) completed a meta-analysisof 169 independent correlations (combined N = 59,871) between each of the four core traits and job satisfaction. When the four meta-analyseswhere combined into a single composite
measure,the overall core trait correlates.37 with job satisfaction.Judge, Locke,
Durham, and Kluger (1998) found that one of the primary causalmechanisms
was through the perception of intrinsic job characteristics,a finding that hasalso
generalized to objective measuresof job complexity Oudge, Bono, & Locke,
2000).
Finally, in terms of other measuresof affective disposition, in order to gauge
relativejob satisfactionmore accurately,Weitz (1952) developeda "gripe index"
that takes into account individuals' tendenciesto feel negatively or positively
about many aspectsof their lives.Judge and Hulin (1993) found that employees'
responsesto neutral objectswere correlatedwith job satisfaction,a finding replicated by Judge and Locke (1993). However, Judge et aI. (1998) and Piccolo,
Judge, Takahashi, Watanabe, and Locke (2005) found that, compared to core
self-evaluations,affective disposition explained lessvariance in job satisfaction.
Comell Model
Hulin, Roznowski, and Hachiya (1985) and Hulin (1991) provide a model of job
satisfactionthat attemptsto integrateprevious theoriesof attitude fornlation. The
model proposesthat job satisfactionis a function of the balancebetween role
inputs-what the individual puts into the work role (e.g., training, experience,
time, and effort)-and role outcomet--what is received by the individual (pay,
status,working conditions, and intrinsic facton). All else equal, the more outcomesreceived relative to inputs invested,the higher work role satisfactionwill
be. Furthermore, according to the Cornell model, an individual's opportunity
costsaffect the value the individual placeson inputs. In periods of labor ovenupply (i.e., high unemployment), individuals will perceive their inputs aslessvaluable due to the high competition for few alternativepositions, and the opportu-
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nity cost of their work role declines (i.e., work role membership is lesscosdy
relative to other opportunities). Therefore, as unemployment (particularly in
one's local or occupational labor market) rises, the subjective utility of inputs
fa11.!-Inakingperceived value of inputs less,relative to outcomes-thus increasing satisfaction.Finally, the model proposesthat an individual's framesof reference, which representpast experienceswith outcomes,influence how he or she
perceivescurrent outcomes received. This concept of frames of reference, as
generatedand modified by individuals' experience,accounts,in part, for differencesin job satisfactionsof individuals with objectively identicaljobs. However,
direct testsof the model are lacking.
SNmmary
Of the job satisfactiontheoriesthat havebeen put forth, it appeanthat three have
garneredthe most researchsupport: Locke's value-percepttheory, the job characteristicsmodel, and the dispositionalapproach.It is interesting to note that one
of these theories is, essentially,a situational theory (job characteristicsmodel),
another is a person theory (dispositional approach), and another is a penonsituation interactional theory (value-perceptmodel). Although this outcome may
lead one to assumethat these theories are competing or incompatible explanations of job satisfaction,this is not necessarilythe case.Judge et al. (1997), in
seekingto explain how core self-evaluationswould be related to job satisfaction,
proposed that intrinsic job characteristicswould mediate this relationship.
Indeed, Judge et al. (1998) showed that individuals with positive core selfevaluationsperceived more intrinsic value in their work, and Judge, Bono, and
Locke (2000) showed that the link between core self-evaluationsand intrinsic
job characteristicswas not solely a perceptualprocess-<:ore self-evaluationswas
related to the aCtualattainment of complex jobs. Becausejob complexity is synonymow with intrinsic job characteristics,this result shows that part of the reason individuals with positive core self-evaluationsperceived more challenging
jobs and reported higher levels of job satisfaction is that they actUally have
obtained more complex (and thw challenging and intrinsically enriching) jobs.
The work of Judge and colleaguesthw shows that dispositionalapproachesand
the job characteristicsmodel are quite compatible with one another.

Outcomes of Job Satisfaction
Evidence indicatesthat job satisfactionis strongly and consistentlyrelated to subjective well-being. All studiesthat we reviewed found significant relationships
between job satisfactionand life satisfaction(reported correlations ranged from
.19 to .49). Researchershave speculatedthat there are three possiblefomlS of this
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relationship: (1) spillover,wherein job experiencesspill over onto life experiences,
and vice versa; (2) segmentation,
wherein job and life experiencesare Balkanized
and have little to do with one another; and (3) compensation,
wherein an individual seeksto compensatefor a dissatisfyingjob by seeking fulfillment and happinessin his or her nonwork life, and vice versa.Judge and Watanabe (1994)
argued that these different models may exist for different individuals and that
individuals can be classifiedinto the three groups. On the basisof a national stratified random sampleof workers, they found that 68610
of workers could be classified asfalling into the spillover group, 20010
fell into the segmentationgroup, and
12% fell into the compensationgroup. Thus, the spillover model, whereby job
satisfactionspills into life satisfaction,and vice versa,appearsto characterizemost
U.S. employees.Consistent with the spillover model, a quantitative review of
the literature indicated that job and life satisfaction are moderately strongly
correlated-a meta-analysisrevealedthe average"true score" correlation of + .44
(Tait, Padgett, & Baldwin, 1989).
Given that ajob is a significantpart of one's life, the correlation betweenjob
and life satisfactionmakessense-one's job experiencesspill over into nonwork
life. However, it alsoseemspossiblethat the causalitycould go the other way-a
happy nonwork life spills over into job experiencesand evaluations. In fact,
research suggeststhat the relationship between job and life satisfaction is
reciprocal-job satisfactiondoes affect life satisfaction,but life satisfactionalso
affectsjob satisfactionGudge & Watanabe, 1993).
Job satisfactionis alsorelatedto an impressivearray of workplace behaviors.
These include (1) attendanceat work (Smith, 1977; Scott & Taylor, 1985); (2)
turnover decisions(Carsten& Spector, 1987; Hom, Katerberg, & Hulin, 1979;
Hom, 2001; Hulin, 1966, 1968; Mobley, Horner, & Hollingsworth, 1978;
Miller, Katerberg, & Hulin, 1979); (3) decisions to retire (Hanisch & Hulin,
1990, 1991; Schmitt & McCune, 1981); (4) psychologicalwithdrawal behaviors
(Roznowski, Miller, & Rosse, 1992); (5) prosocialand organizationalcitizenship
behaviors (Bateman & Organ, 1983; Farrell, 1983; Roznowski et al., 1992);
(6) pro-union representation votes (Getman, Goldberg, & Herman, 1976;
Schriesheim,1978; Zalesny, 1985); (7) prevote unionization activity (Hamner &
Smith, 1978); (8)job performanceGudge,Thoresen,Bono, & Patton, 2001); and
(9) workplace incivility (Mount, Ilies, & Johnson, 2006).
Although job satisfactionis related to an impressivearray of behaviors, the
correlationsare not large, typically in the .15-.35 range. As Fishbein and Ajzen
(1974) have noted, much mischief hasbeen createdin the attitude-behavior literature by failing to achieve correspondencebetween attitudes and behaviors.
One meansof achieving attitude-behavior correspondenceis to use specificattitudes to predict specific behaviors, as has been the course of action pursued in
Fishbein and Ajzen's research.For example,we might use a specific behavioral
intention (e.g., intent to quit smoking) to predict a specific behavior (e.g., quit-
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ting smoking) within a relatively delimited time period. However, another
approachis to use a general attitude to predict a generalbehavior. Becausejob
attitudesare generalconcepts,we may expect the relationshipbetweenjob satisfaction and behavior to increaseif we broaden the conceptualizationof the relevant behavioral set. For instance, Harrison, Newman, and Roth (2006) found
that the relationship between generaljob attitude (comprised of job satisfaction
and organizationalcommitment) and individual effectiveness(a construct comprised of a broad set of workplace behaviors,including focal performance, contextual performance,lateness,absenteeism,and turnover) was much stronger (r =
.59) than those typically reported in the job attitude literature.

Future of Job Satisfaction Research
Basedon our review of the job satisfactionliterature, we now suggestseveral
fruitful directions for future job satisfactionresearch.First, as might be gathered
from this review, and hasbeen noted in the subjectivewell-being literature more
broadly (Diener, 1984), there is no consensuson the roles of cognition and affect
in job satisfactionresearch.Although we have made our position known in the
section on measurement,we do not mean to imply that this is "settled law"there is more to be learnedabout how cognition and affect are intertwined in job
satisfactionresearch.Rather than focusing on measurementproperties, our preferenceis for future researchto look at more substantiveissuesin cognitive processingand to focus on moods and emotions. For example,despitethe considerable impact of affective events theory (Weiss &: Cropanzano, 1996) on job
attitudesresearch,we still have a very poor idea of what affective eventsare most
salient to individuals, how individuals processthis information, and what the
cognitive, affective, and behavioral implications of these events might be.
Another area for future researchis the role of goals in job satisfaction.As
Diener (1984) noted in his review, the telic perspectivehas been an important
one in conceptualizationsof subjective weD-being. However, the role of goaJs
in well-being is not perfectly clear. Some have argued that the explicit goal of
happinessis likely to make the realization of this goal elusive (Gilbert, 2006).
Research by Mento, Locke, and Klein (1992) suggeststhat goals, although
improving performance, are likely to breed dissatisfactionbecausethey involve
holding oneself to a high standard.On the other hand, the self-concordance
model suggeststhat the type of goal matters-goals pursued for intrinsic reasons are more likely to bring happinessthan those pursued for extrinsic reasons;there is support for this position in both the subjective weD-being (Sheldon &: Elliot, 1999) and job satisfaction(Judge,Bono, Erez, & Locke, 2005)
literatures. Thus, more work on goalsand job satisfactionis needed, conceptually and empirically.
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A third areafor researchconcernsthe issueof stability and change.In the personality literature we have come to understandthat stability and changecoexist
(Roberts,Walton, & Viechtbauer,2006). There is considerablerank-orderconsistency in personality,though, naturally, consistencydeclinesover time (Srivastava,
john, & Gosling. 2003). However, there are also forces of change-personality
doeschangeover time, andtime doesnot do the samething to eachtrait. For example, there is evidence that individuals become more conscientiousbut lessopen
over time (Srivastavaet al., 2003).Within the subjectivewell-being literature, there
are sin1ilardialoguesand debates.Clearly, there is a geneticbasisto life satisfaction,
no doubt operating through genetic effectson personalitytraits, abilities, physical
characteristics,and so forth. The genetic basisis so strong that some have argued
that life satisfactionis definedby a "setpoint" from which individuals rarely deviate
(Headey& Wearing, 1989; Lykken & Tellegen, 1996). However, other research
suggests
that whereassomeeventsdo little to changeone'scharacteristiclevel oflife
satisfaction,other events can have profound effectson happiness.For example,
althoughit appearsthat there is adaptationto marriagesuchthat, over time, individualsreturn to their setpointbefore courtshipbegan(seeLucas& Dyrenforth, 2005),
adaptationis partialbut lesscompletein the other direction-when marriageresults
in divorce (Lucas,2005b). Our point here is that this debateon the dominanceof a
setpoint and the importance of eventsin changing life satisfactionhasseemingly
beenlost on job satisfactionresearch.Many of the concepts,arguments,and methodscould be incorporatedinto studieson job satisfaction,and we canseeno reason
why this should not take place.
Fourth and related, Brickman and Campbell's (1971) "hedonic treadmill"
concept suggeststhat although individuals do react rather strongly to good and
bad events,over time they then tend to adaptto theseeventsand return to their
original level of happiness.As noted by Diener (2000), one of the explanations
for this adaptation effect is that individuals constantly change their expectancies
and goalsin responseto new information. If an individual receivesa pay raiseat
work, he or she quickly adjustsaspirationsand mentally "spends" the reward.
However, whereasadaptation effectsare not uncommon, it is clear that people
do not completely habituateto aUconditions. As reported in Diener, Lucas,and
Scollon (2006), using data from two large longitudinal studies, Lucas (2005a)
found that individuals whose well-being was measured,on average, 7 years
before and 7 yearsafter onset of a disability reported substantialdrops in life satisfaction and little evidenceof adaptation(returning to predisability life satisfaction
levels)over time. As Diener et aI. (2006) conclude in examining the evidenceon
adaptationto positive and negativeevents,"Adaptation may proceed slowly over
a period of years, and in some casesthe processis never complete" (p. 311).
Although some subjective well-being researchhas consideredwork eventssuch
asjob loss,very little of this line of researchhasmade its way into organizational
psychology. Clearly, it is not a long bridge to build.
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Fifth, asJudge and Church (2000) noted, the extent to which organizations
have adopted the tenn job satisfaction
and institutionalized interventions basedon
job-satisfaction-relatedtheory and researchis mixed, at best.Job satisfaction,for
example, is rarely included aspart of an organization's key values,basicbeliefs,
core competencies,or guiding principles, nor is the topic given much direct
exposurein popular businessbooks. Judge and Church (2000) conducted a survey of practitioners (most of whom were employed in the human resourcearea)
regarding their organization's general perception of job satisfaction,its relative
importance, and the use of the tenn in their organizations.Roughly half of the
practitioners indicated that job satisfactionas a tenn and singular construct was
rarely, if ever, mentioned or consideredin their organizations.When askednext
about the utilization of current theory and researchon job satisfaction,the results
were even lessoptimistic. Most practitioners indicated that researchwas rarely, if
ever, consultedor valued in their organizations.There is a real gap between how
job satisfactionis viewed by researchersand organizations,and given the centrality of work to individual's well-being, we think most researchersare hampered
by a somewhat Panglossianbelief that becausewe believe organizationsshould
valuejob satisfactionand the well-being of their employees,they do so. But the
values of organizational managersand subjective well-being researchersare not
necessarilythe same.
Finally, increasinglywe seethe chasmbetween psychology and economics
being bridged. Some economists,for example, are using neuroscienceto determine how brain activity is related to economic decision making (Camerer,
Loewenstein,& Prelec, 2005). Kahnemanand Krueger (2006) have applied economic conceptsto the study of well-being. Outside of work on how labor market conditions can affect the degreeto which individuals will leave dissatisfying
jobs (Iverson & Currivan, 2003), however, little job satisfactionresearchhas
made use of economic concepts.Although the Cornell model (reviewed earlier)
is an interestingblend of economic and psychologicalconcepts,we are not aware
of any direct tests of the model, in whole or in part. Such tests would prove
worthwhile.

Conclusion
In summary,job satisfactionis a salientand perhapsinveterate attitude, penneating cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspectsof peoples' work and nonwork
lives. These featuresaccentuatethe importance of job satisfactionas a construct
worthy of attention in the organizationalsciencesaswell assubjectivewell-being
researchmore generally. The reciprocal nature of job attitudes and subjective
well-being highlights the fact that a sound understanding of one domain is
incomplete without due considerationof the other.
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